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How Do You Wrap a Poem?

Melisa Cahnmann-Taylor

A gift, this question from Pora's son
imagining a flat box or rolled paper
tied with ribbon. Blueberes
are blue/Stroberes/are red/

I love you, his said and Pora knew
he meant this present, no pretense
or abstraction, just tinkered
mimicry and slant intention. Pink

marker, the fruits capitalized, signature
style that will surely get imposed

with rhyme, r’s doubled, exchanged
someday for gift receipts: knee high

socks, a watch ticking away, hand-built
candy dishes, a half-started loom.

Poetry’s ink magnetized to the fridge
will fade beside new report cards, lists

of bananas, eggs, milk, and inside
the freezer door, the blueberries

picked last summer in Comer, Georgia.
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